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Spartan City residents say
 they are determined to fight
 
SJSU President Gail 
FuIlenon's













here," said Spartan City resident Leo Johnson at a resi-














are  not successful,  residents will consider further 
action 
including




Beach State. Johnson said. 
Saturday's game will he held in Spartan Stadium, 
across Seventh Street from the housing site, and is consid-
ered important for the Spartans. 
It may attract many alumni
 who could he sympathetic 
iii the residents' cause, 
Johnson said. 
"Squeaky wheels get oiled," said 
Johnson's wife 
Nancy, a nursing student  and president of the Spartan City 
Families Association. 
The group plans to ask for the budget figures and state 
lire officials' report that led to the decision to close the site. 
Leo 
Johnson said. 
The organization also plans to seek support front the 















 being bled to death,












































at SJSLI during a 
tour  of 
California 
"to make the 
people  of the 
United  
States
 aware of 
what  the facts 
are  in Nicara-
gua." 
"You are 
told here in this 
country  what 
someone  wants you to 





 dead in Vietnam,
 
and we 
have  36010 
dead, Comparing the pop-
ulations  of our countries, that 
means a lot lor 
us." Huller said.
 
"I find that so many students in this coun-




don't  know practi-
cally














peace  activist. 
Muhly said he met her
 shortly after Nicaraguan
 
diplomats
 were expelled from the







dards. We have lived with very little and are 
prepared 
to use with very little." 
Huper  said. 
"But we are going to survive." 
The per capita income in Nicaragua - a 
country
 smaller  than 
the
 state ot New 
York --
was $720 in 
1980.  one year after military dicta-
tor Gen. Anastasio Somoza was driven out of 
the country by 
the Sandinistas. according to the 
1986 
Information Please Almanac. 
"In the Somoza era you could
 
find a su-
permarket with everything from Aunt 
Jeminta
 
to tissue paper, Huper said. "Nowadays you 
can find only the basics,  hut now everyhody 
can buy 
them. 
During Somota's reign only 
the richest 6 
percent of the population 
could  use the super-
markets with a 






of the people can 
use the supermarkets, 
but 
there is a small variety of 
goods.  !taper 
said.There
 are many scarcities in the Nicara-
guan economy, hut the 












know about the 
many
 legal rights that 
pilot Eu-
gene  Hasenfus 
has been granted
 in his trial, 
she  
said. 
Hasenfus. 45, was shot down in 
a C-123 









Transport to the 
U.S.-hacked  
Contra 
rebels on Oct. 5. 




himself on the 
mercy  of 

















office  is taking 
student
 money away from 
the Associated Stu-
dents to pay for




 and Bob Gunter.
 
A.S. di-
rector of California 
State Student Affairs.
 
doesn't  like it. 
The 






























are not a 
legitimate use

















university  to 




watchdog,  over 





custodian  to 
charge for

































 is a 









auxiliary  and 
business  


















 should he self-
support  ing . " 
Gunter's reaction is to a plan to 
charge 
the A.S. up to
 $36,000  a year. 
The plan was implemented by Connie 
Sauer, who as associate executive vice presi-
dent
 of business 
affairs  is 
SJSU's  
chief  fiscal 
officer, he said. 
Through a series of surprise audits, the 
CSU office of auxiliary and business services 
has been cracking down on universities that 
have not charged their student governments 
and other  campus organizations for these 
services, Sauer said. 
"We
 were lucky during our last 
audit." 
Sauer said. "We weren't written up, 
hut I 
saw that other campuses were." 
While the A.S. was charged
 $9,000 the 
past 
two years. the plan is to charge 517,600 
this year. $27,000 in 1987-88, and 536.000 
in 1988-89, she said. 
The money to cover these charges comes 
See
 CNA RCM'S , page 6 




Nancy  Johnson 
Spartan 
City  resident 
row  and will contact representatis es in the state Legislature 
including Assemblyman John Vasconcellos.
 
1) -San Jose. 




 he said. 
Fullerton  approved the 














Spartan City would close in 
August 1988 under the 
plan.
 displacing some 250 residents and putting an end to 
family housing at SJSU. 
the  
























gle students. Fullerton said last week. 

 
'Only if you have more housing than you have student 
demand,
 do you house





has  said the
 
complex
 costs the 
university S30.000 a year
 and state 
fire
 officials found 
safety problems on the site. 
Resident David 
Marsland.  an electrical engineering 










is one ol the sates( places Ins 
lamilv
 has lised. 
'I can't imagine a sater  place to raise kids For under 
5200  
anywhere  
in San Jose.' ' 
Marsland  said 
Spartan City apartments rent tor $165 and $200. Resi-
dents 
must  take nine units a semester to live in the complex. 
Art 










her to cut hack plans
 
tar
 her degree. 




 have to settle lor a ILA . she said 
Norton said 
she'll
 ha% e 
Iii






money  tor 
When  she 








 will he an 
additional burden, she said 
Residents 
urged the university to consider assistance 







Fullerton has said  a report
 us
 San Jose Mercury 
News
 
columnist  Pat Dillon of a conversation between her and San 
Jose City Councilman Jim Beall was 
"essentially






 crealit e 
murnalistic  imagination.' 





us of the 
city
 loaning SJSI.' reties elopment agency funds 
designated or
 low- and 1114)deraw-mcome housing l'or re-
building Spartan City . 
Doily  stall writer Brian I edrriw I.,mtributed to this article 
. l 
photographer  
Rachel  Haney. a senior in 
psychology, outside 
the Administration 
Building.  Daily had color 
photographs  because of 
admires





said  she 
wishes the 
Spartan  the brilliance of 
the flow ers. 
Questions




















toothbrushes  in hand, the 
cavity  
creep -fighting Crest
 family went head
-to -
head
 with the Dong family -- 
Ding,  Wrong. 
Pony. Long and 




question  was 
read.  "Name a 
part 
of a man's hotly that
 a woman is attracted
 
to,"
 the hostess said to 




The  hell rang. 
But  the top 
answer  turned 
out
 to he "eyes," 






































































































































 a date. 




weren't  up to par with 
the
 
510010 TV prize. 
hut  neither was much of 
the play. 
Stepping up for their 
moment
 in the 
limelight, players 









major  Susie Salminen, 
said she volunteered 
for the spot because
 she 
"had the biggest
 mouth, probably." 
among  
activity  council staffers. 
It was 
a good thing, too,  
because  a hen
-
ken microphone
 forced Salminen 
to yell the 
proceedings 
over  the crowd's considerable 
racket. Al 
game's  end, she 
sounded
 like Rod 
Stewart  s little sister. 
Salminen es-en 
smooched each 
male  player on the cheek. 
During
 
play.  no one had  trouble 
gues-
sing that 





favorite  major.- "Things
 you 
do alone"
 gave them some 
trouble,  though. 
















After  sonic 
elimination
 rounds that were 
exciting, and 
some that were 
not, the feud 
boiled down 
to
 just two teams. 
The 







"setwith  Beach 






alike  in 
tow. 























(Spuds), sited up 





 duel resulted 
in the 
longest 
contest of all 
"Popular drinking 




came  roaring 
hack
 with "excuses 
for 
breaking a date." 




sweeping  the "things
 you do with 
one hand'' category. 
But when the
 dust settled, the tide had 
turned
 in the Allen's 
favor.
 They took the 
"things you 










 defeat. Perhaps 
he 





the Spartan Pub 
was named as 
"a
















and signed int() law 
Thursday  by President Reagan will 
bring hack a 
hate
 campaign against people
 of color, espe-
cially Hispanics. 
It
 will give the U.S. Border
 Patrol a li-
cense to terrorize. 
The plan allows
 for all illegal
 aliens who can
 prove that 
they have 
lived  in the 
United  Stales 
since
 Jan I. 1982
 to be 
able
 to apply for 
U.S. citizenship.
 But what is 
going  to hap-
pen to the 
rest,  the people 
who 
aren't
 fortunate enough to 
he 
able to prove
 they have 
been
 here that 
long?  
Employers
 will have to 
verify the status 
of all new 
hires by 
examining
 two of these 
documents: a U.S.
 pass-
port, a U.S. birth
 certificate or a Social 
Security card and a 
driver license. 
This provision will 
cause employers
 to think twice 
about hiring Hispanic people,  be-
cause 
they
 will figure it is 
much  easier not to 
hassle  with it. 
And how is the 
government 







the  hill 
will  bring 
about 
is







 now,  
a fake 






























 prevailing  attitude 
among  segments of 
American 
society  that have this 
paranoia
 concerning people 
of color. 
And  it's been going on for 
a long, long time. 
The Europeans
 who came here treated 
the indigenous 
peoples of North 
America  much like a 
whore,
 using the 
people
 and the land until it wasn't 
fun  anymore and then 
cast them
 aside. But at least a 
whore gets paid for his
 or her 
efforts.
 The natives just got screwed.
 
The Mexicans 
were  plain ripped off 
of
 their lands by 
the 
Anglos,
 who said Mexicans 
weren't  deserving  of such 
beauty. Can you 
imagine
 the egos of people 
at that time, 
and the 
prevailing  attitudes they
 had toward anyone 
not  of 
their own skin 
color? 
This
 racism is what the United States 
was  built on. 
Without slaves.
 the South couldn't have 
prospered  as it did. 
Without the 
insensitivities the Pilgrims
 had towards the In-
dians. there may not have been 
settlers.  And without the 
Mexican -American
 War, the West Coast




The point is, the United
 States has always 





of color as long as it served their personal gain, but when 
they asked for the same rights as everyone else,  they are 
perceived as a threat to the majority. 
The new law 
will only give lip -service to those par-
anoid of having California and the west taken over by mi-
norities. But 
it
 will also open new avenues for illegal immi-





The absence of Mexican labor would considerably 
hurt 
California's agricultural economy and will drive up food 
prices if farmers are forced to hire more domestic workers. 
Migrant workers do the jobs that American.% wouldn't do. 
Even though they are for the most part underpaid, the wages 
they make here are still way above what they could make in 
their 
country. 
Even now, the U.S. Border Patrol has the right to ter-
rorize Hispanics they think are illegal aliens.
 but
 at the same 
time don't look for black. Asian or white illegal aliens. 
Besides, they could triple the border patrol forces and 
still not effectively hold hack the tide of illegals coming 
across the borders. Even spies are amazed at the ease they 
can come and 
go.  Instead of trying to plug a fkaid with their 
finger, the United States should work more 
with Mexico to 
try to better economic conditions in that country, perhaps by 
making it to the advantage of
 
big business to establish plants 
there. 
The Mexican people are crying 
for help, and instead of 
helping, we keep dumping more funds in a program that has 
proved to he inept. 
The new hill is just one more in a long series of racist 
moves by some parts of Anglo-American society intended
 
to keep people of color from 
ever  forgetting the past, so it is 






Those  who 
are
 complaining
 about the 
inconvenien, 
caused by the





 of an 
SJSU-induced












 discover they 
have to make 
a short detour 
around the 
construction
 site, they 
emit  a 
high-pitched
 wolf -like 
wail 
that can he 
translated  as 
"It's  s0000000 















 can he 
heard  sobbing
 incoherently









 are most 













 of "I'll 
never  get to 
use it. I'll 


























 it. We 
don't need
 it. I 
don't  like 













 try to 







 vote that 





Instead  of 
antacids,  the 













The  people who 
are most 
susceptible













these  traits, 














 he slightly 
inconvenienced
 














 pride in leav-
ing a legacy
 for future 
generations
 because 







































































































































































something  to people who will never thank them. 
 Impatience People cry that it's noisy and con-
gested and SJSU
 doesn't look nice anymore. Big deal. 
SJSU 
wasn't the most stunning example of architecture and 
landscape before the Rec (and the Engineering Building) 
demolition
 started. 
They're not constructing a house of cards or a teepee 
out there, but the Rec haters seem to think buildings should 
appear overnight like quarters from the tooth fairy. 
Most studies have found that the syndrome is usually 
not fatal, unless a Rec supporter gets tired of hearing the 
endless moaning, whining and babbling of the SAS sufferer 
and kills him with a bulldozer. 
Treatments for SAS vary and not all of them are pain-
ful. The 
most
 widespread attempt to cure selfish apathy has 
been the use 01 verbal reason and logic by concerned 
stu-
dents
 and staff. Some other methods of treatment have been 
less successful, though certainly more fun: 
 Shock treatment Electricity costs make this 
method too expensive. 
 Public flogging with a riding crop  Still
 seems to 
work better on horses. 
 Being forced to learn every possible way to fulfill 
general -education requirements -- Much too cruel. 
The hest way to deal with an SAS patient in everyday 
life is to treat them like everyone else. They aren't lepers. 
They don't have AIDS. They have a syndrome that proba-
bly will never he 
cured completely in their lifetime. 
Try not to recoil in horror and 
disgust  when you realize 
they have the disease, since that will only alienate them fur-
ther. In the meantime, remember that you have won at least 
one 
battle. 






























 students for a ride 
Editor, 
This is in response to "A.S. 
votes  to pay former mem-
ber $l .0(X) for work." and "KSJS travel 
reimbursement
 
denied," (Nov. 7) and "Program board granted leeway," 
(Oct. 24). 
The Associated Students 
board  of directors thinks it 
can send SJSU student money on a ride down a mine
 shaft. 
In October, the A.S. showed it mightn't have any con-
cept of right and wrong when it waived its own rules to send 
six program hoard directors on a $906 trip all the way across 
town 
to the Red Lion Inn. 
Wednesday. the A.S. proved its irresponsibility be-
yond a shadow  of a doubt. During a single meeting. the 
A.S. refused 
to allow radio station KSJS to spend its own 
money and then threw S1,000 to the wind in hiring a former 
student as a 
consultant.  
The A.S. refused to bend any rules to allow KSJS to 
spend $956 of the station's own 
money  to reimburse two 
representatives sent to New York for a conference. 
A.S. President Tom Boothe's official A.S. excuse is 
that KSJS didn't follow the proper procedures. 
Well Tom Boothe, chew 
on the facts for a minute. 
Two weeks ago it was perfectly OK for the A.S. to waive 
the procedures
 so its own program hoard could go on the 





 can spend 
its own 
money, the answer is "no way."
 
Who is the A.S. trying to fool? 
No one apparently, since the A.S. also saw fit 
Wednesday to pick student pockets for $1 ,000 to hire for-
mer A.S. member and 
Boothe's pal Paul Sonneman for 
two weeks as a consultant. 
The high-falutin' white horse the A.S. is riding is be-
ginning to take on the color of a dirty diaper.  
I was not born yesterday. I know when someone is try-













Hintz  finally wrote
 a column I agree
 with. 
Never thought
 it could 
happen.
 
Between  the merry 
jaunts across 
town
 to stay at posh
 
hotels
 and the 
miserly  treatment 
of KSJS and 
GALA. 
among other 
groups.  I'd 




as a had, 
ongoing
 joke. But 






 roast this rotten 
regime over an 
open  
fire and then 
scatter the ashes. 
To
 pay an outrageous
 fee to a 
college
 drop -out for 
nothing is 
hardly
 what I cough
 up stu-
dent fees for, 
thank  you. 
Tom
 Boothe and 
his dearest, 
hest  friend Paul 
Sonne-














If anyone thinks the construction of the Rec Center is 
too loud, he or she should live in either Washburn, Royce or 
Hoover Halls. In these halls, we put up with the 6 to 8 a.m. 
traffic in the 
Seventh
 Street garage.  This has been going on 
everyday for many 
years and won't stop. 
The accelerating cars and the car horns match the vol-
ume of noise of the construction. 
Just 
think of the people in Hoover Hall who live with 
both the parking garage noise and the construction noise. 
If we should he sympathetic to the residents in Joe 
West Hall, we should he equally or more sympathetic to the 
residents in Hoover Hall. 




Letter  Policy 
The Spartan 
Daily  encourages 
readers
 to write 
letters to the editor for 
publication on this page. This 
is a page that
 gives you an opportunity
 to air your 
views on important issues. 
Deliver  the letters to the 
Spartan Daily office. 
Dwight Bente! 







must  bear the 
writer'., name, major, 
telephone
 number and 












 to edit 
letters  for 
libel



















American  dreams 
"America has far too many people 
whose  abili-
ties are never awakened," 
National 
Commission 
on  the Role and Future 
of 
State  Colleges and Universities 
So, let them sleep. Maybe they find 
comfort  in 
their dreams. 
College or "higher 
education"  isn't for ev-
eryone. 
But, a national commission 
headed by former 
Secretary of Education Terrel H. Bell says the 
state ol 
American education is a living nightmare because the 
majority of Americans lack knowledge and have not 
developed intellectually. 
"With a high 
school
 dropout rate ranging from 
25 to 50 
percent and with 
almost
 10 percent of our 
total population functionally illiterate, who can deny 
that we have a massive population of undereducated 
people?" asks the report. 
The question alone points out that the problem as 
not at the higher education level. But, the commission 
wants to double the number
 of college -educated adults 
by the 
year  2(XX). 
Right That'll help. 
As the 
principal
 of a high school on the Peninsula
 
once  put it, "Some of the dumbest 
people
 I ever knew 
had 
Ph.Ds.  Giving a person a 
degree  doesn't nec-
essarily give him wisdom. 
Even the wizard of Oz 
knew
 that. 
But at least with a college degree you know 
there's a great chance the person 
can  read, write and 
learn logically
  those basics that elementary, 
sec-
ondary and high 
schools are supposed to be 
teaching. 
The 56
-page report released by the
 commission 
yesterday links the lack 
of
 college education with 
crime and
 unemployment. 
Jeer,  what ever happened to all 
those occupations 
between crime and college
 degrees? I suppose food 
service, sales 
and  clerical workers are signs of the 
na-
tion's 
"staggering  waste and dissipation." 
The 




 to the awakening brought 
on by the 1983 
report,
 "A Nation At Risk," which warned 
of a "ris-
ing tide of mediocrity" 
in schools and likened their
 
condition
 to "a unilateral act of disarmament." 
Well,
 the only people fighting
 against mediocrity 
are
 those who think they're 
better than average  the 
educated, socially -ranked 





their social and interpersonal qualities. You know, 
they're obnoxious, they smell and
 they're smart. 
What  good is intellect if the majority of 
people  
won't listen to you because they
 can't tolerate your 
presence for more than five minutes? 
But, 
education 
is like religion, 
Some  of 
those  
who have it think they have logo 
out  and 
save  
the  rest 
of the poor souls who otherwise will 
not live
 an ad-
equate  life, or afterlife, without it. 
The 
commission basically
 wants to curb the 








O.K. and yes they can 
also experience 
happi-
ness driving trucks and pushing a broom. 
The 
only  people who 
see them as an 
inferior pan 
of society are the 
ones





















 that they're inadequate.
 
College  degrees




 people think 
they're  better. They
 open doors to 
classy  offices, 
homes and cars
  you know,
 the kinds 
of things that ensure happiness. 
What
 we need 
is solid 
basic  
education  that could 
he learned by the 







 to all those who 
choose to enhance








hanced who simply need to serve
 time












Extra is an 
























 report says 
WASHINGTON
 






































































































































































































the heads of 
both
 national teacher unions and the 
chancellor of 
New York ( ity 's 
shicurls 
The 







 enroll 2 5 million students and award a 
third 
of
 all bachelor  degrees. 
It urged






















time  when the republic
 is 
handicapped
 by . . . an 
undereducated
 populace are 
unthinkingly
 abetting
 an act of 
national  
suicide.'  
 Terre! H. Bell, 
Former
 secretary of education 
dents and stop the growth 
of "an American under-
class." It also urged the 




million  new teachers 
needed 
by public schools in the nest decade, and to help cut 
the dropout rate in half 
The




 on remedial programs 








loreseeable future in the 
state
 
colleges.  it said 
The report's pungent language echoed the 1983 
 7 A Nation at Risk.' report  by the National Comniis-
sion ill 
Evi  
el ICIir r PM.  
%Filch Bell ap-
pointed that w ai tied uil a "rising tide of me-
dium  it\ 




to "a imitate] al ao ill
 disarmament. It spurred 
many state
 





school  hudgeis.  






eral student imam pitigiain today is on the 
chopping  rlock
 
iii Washington." the report said, 
claiming that the real dine of he tederal aid has 









Reagan's  Cabinet 
for
 four of 
those years and went 
before  Congress
 to defend the 
president's 
cuts in 
student  aid. But Bell 
said  in a 
telephone interview that he always battled inside the 
administration with then -budget director David 
Stockman
 over those cuts. 
Hell's slap at budget -cutters drew a sharp re-
joinder front 
his  successor, Secretary of 
Education
 
William  J. 
Bennett.  
"This is taxpayer money and 
we
 have a right to 
ask 
about  how it's being spent." he said. 
Bennett's
 chief of staff. William 
Kristol.  
called  
it "silly, overblown rhetoric." He 
said real spending 
on higher
 education 
has doubled  in the 
past 20 years 
while enrollments soared. 
"It's not clear that quality 
has kept up with quantity." he said. 
The Bell commission 
acknowledged  wide-
spread concern about college 
standards,  and it urged 
all 









should  tuaster by the end of 
their
 sophomore year. 












It set a goal of 
hay lug 35 percent of 
adults hold 




















 at the 
Univer-
sity of 
Utah in Salt I.ake 
City,  . said, "Ii ought 
to
 he 
easy to get in.






inglul and dill icult to get a degree,"
 
The commission 
said,  "Nothing short of a 
crea-
tive slate hy state effort
 to strengthen education at 










































will  be 
violated"  hy reported U.S. 
arms 













spokesman I any 
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 1141 .1 
the day 
between  Reagan and 
Ins tor 
advisers. 
The session was deyoted
 to 











iii is our 
other
 broad
 policy Clint erns 
in the 
Middle East and 










 at the meeting could not he 
di-
ulged.  hut added the 
president "did 
ids 














Mat  out 
policy
 01 not making 
micessiiins
 to terrorists
 remains in -
I :it.: 'meeting 






















MISCH  ',MCC tIme 
release 
David  Jacobsen









spet its "lilt Ii 
stories
 he meant 
The 














president  denied any 
violation of U.S. 
law 
or administration




the  United States 













 or speculating 
about these matters." 
Spaakes said that attending yes-
terday 's meeting MOW VICO President 






 ('IA Director 
William
 Casey . Attorney General
 
Edw in 




Regan and the president's national 
security adviser. Vice Adm. John 
Pollute suer. 





the president and 
his se-
nior ads isers 































 sales to 
Iran in 
evehange 
lor U S 
hostages.
 
Shultz. who  earlier 
indicated  dis-
comlon tiyer the rep(Irted l'.S. arms 
deal. has 
told
 associates  he has no in-
tention







The Associated  
SilltIOMS  Leisure 
Services us building sic n .ups ha 
a Tur-














Jeff Games at 

















11) a m 
to 
noon today 

















 hold its weekly 
Lunch and 
Learn
 meeting at 
noon today at 
the 
Campus 
Christian  C'enter,  
Call  Sandra 
Silver at 
294-8311  for information. 
 
Go to 
Saturday's  game in good 
company 
gin with Sigma Delia Chi, 











()11 the soccer 
field at 
1030 a .m . Prospect lye members 
wel-
come






Career  Planning and 
Placement  
M ill conduct a 
seminar  on high de 
mound career opportunities at 12:.111  
p.m,
 today in the 
Student  Union Cos 
tanoan
 Room. Call Cheryl Allmen 
ii 












With  an Orbiting Gyros, 
cope." at 




 239. Call 
Mahbouheh 




information.  , 
 
























Fellowship will hold 
its weekly meet-
ing at 7 




Room.  Call Don 













Live"  at 
7:15 
p.m.





























 John Yuen 
at 









ciation  Vs 
ill  
hold




































































































:II  2700 tor 
information. 
 

































will hold a meeting 
ii 
p.111.




Room.  Call 


























advertising  at 6 
p.m.  




 Call Dave 
at 
448-
























 whale  




the  weekend. and 










Society, which earlier took
 responsibi-
lity Mr 






four whaling ships 
before dawn Sun-






industry  in an 
effort























No one was 
injured



















ducting illegal commercial whaling
 in 
the guise of scientific research. Al-
though Iceland 
abides by the Interna-
tional 




 whaling until 1090.
 
the 













said in Vitneuiiiyer. British Columbi,m.  
that members 
(il the organization 
infil-
trated  Iceland's 















a Canadian. said the ac-
tion 
was  delayed 
because
 of the U.S.-
Sov 





 that, "at 
the first oppor-
tunity,  . when
 they found the ships un-
manned, they scuttled 
them.''  he said. 
Joanna  Forwell. 
a spokeswoman 
fuir Sea Shepherd, said in Vancouver 
that the same saboteurs 
carried out 





 valves on the 
two









11% altar Whaling Co. which owns the 
boats and
 the whaling 
station,
 
said  the 
attacks occurred early Sunday. 
Magnus 







50 miles north of the Icelandic capital, 
said the factory 
looked
 like it was hit 
by an air raid and was 
now inoperable. 
Byproducts processed at 
the  plant 
included whale oil 
and  bone meal. 
Olalsson
 said the vy reckers 
used 
sledgehammers  ' 
 hr destroy  every thing 
in 
sight
 in the inun tactory
 building 











 knew it would happen

































The  Pruneyard 
















































- Malty staff photogia, 









 1arching  Band and the 
Spartan  Spectrums dance
 team perform at the 
Stanford Stadium during
 halftime. I he Band 
has a long-standing 
risalry
 with Stanford, 












By Karin I.. 
small 









































until  the 



















































































































 not. ssho 
come
 together to do 
what
 they love 
most perform 
And 
how did this group 
rise












 lor having more talent than that 
offbeat hand trout Stanford? 
Well,
 it's a long story, hut if you've 
got the time . 
There was a ume when SJSU had no marching hand. 
In the years from 1974 through
 1977,
 the tans 
watching Spartan football saw a high 
school marching hand 
at halftime. The university  just didn't have the funds to 
support a
 
lull -time band. 






















tine  felt 
strongly
 enough
 about ha% 
mg a hand  
to
 do 
anything  about 
the situation. 
Scott Pierson, director of 
the  Spartan Marching Band, 
was a 
member  of the group before it disappeared. 
"I'd been a member
 of the hand since 1967,  and it was 
really sad to see 
it










now  in charge of a flourishing marching
 hand 
program at SJSU entered the university himself in 
1%7.
 a 
clarinetist pursuing a music teaching degree. 
"I always knew I wanted to 
become
 a musician, and it 
was in my junior year of high 
school that I decided I'd 







SiS1.1  in 1972 and his 
teaching credential in the spring of the following year. 
Meanwhile,  at the end of the 1977 tooth:ill season at 
SJSU. some of the alumni began thinking 
about  bringing 
hack the marching hand. Enough interest was 
generated  to 
convince the 
university to begin 
funding  the hand again. 
'The Alumni Association agreed to guarantee half of 
the 
hand director and his assistant's salaries to 





















Expires  Nov. 30 
of 
the  ground.  Pierson 
said.  
In the fall ol 
1978.  Pierson was hired as assistant dire% 
tor of the hand under
 then -director P. Carl 
Chevallard.  
'Recruiting  started in '78 and by 
fall we had about 115 
people in 
the group,  which 









brass  and 
percussion hands 
was a 





decided  to try IC' Pierson 
said.  
"1982 was the 
I irst year we had saves,
 and they 
brought a whole new iserspective 
to
 the hand:* 
he said.  
Pierson  wrote all the arrangements
 arid the drills for the 
hand 
between 1978 and 1982. The hand kept
 growing,  ap-
pearing in the 198 I 








 then decided 
to












'It's  a job like 
any other, but fortunately 
I thoroughly 
enjoy it.'' Pierson 
said  with a smile. 
' 
'Thera's nothing more exciting to 
watch  outdoors than 
a really well -trained marching
 hand,  and there's no better 
feeling than to see





"Of  course I take pride in the 
fact  that the music we 
play is stuff
 lie
 arranged and 
the drills we march are ones 
I've written, 
but  it takes a great hand to make it work. and 
I've got that too," he said 
Pierson creates









his cubbyhole are a desk, 
a drill table marked 
with
 lines
 to look 
like a football





pile of records 
that






 time during the day, the area outside 
Room  151 may he lilled anis as many as 
10
 or 15 hand 
members.
 This area is 
known 
as the 
"lobby,''  and has
 
been 
a hand hang-out for as long as there has 
been  a hand 
office.
 
or a hand.  for
 that matter. 
It is the 
members' own special spot,
 a place where they 
gather 
to relax,  catch up on gossip or grab 40 winks 
in the 
recliner chair donated hy 
a considerate tnimpeter 
Fiery 
Monday.  Wednesday and 
Friday
 the Band re-










music. and the other two days are 
spent  on the 
South 
Campus
 field, at the corner of 10th 
and  Alma streets. 
Dere, while semitrailer trucks rumble by
 never fail-
ing to put their own horns lo use 
- the hand learns drill, the 
color guard
 learns nag work and the Spartan 
Spectrums 
dance team learns yet another routine. 
' 'The 
band tries to learn a new show for every 
home  
game, instead 
id repeating the same one week after




'This is much 
more  of a challenge than high school 
is
 as. when we'd learn one show a year 
and do it over and 
trier.'
 said senior business 
major  and







incomprehensible  to Pierson 
and the hand at SJSU, the 
Leland  Stanford Junior Univer 
sity 
Marching  Band, which isn't exactly the 
prototypical 
college marching hand, gets a LOT 
of attention. 










































 copies Great people 
310 
















San  Carlos 
Street
 









 hut they- just
 go against
 what a marching 
hand
 is  ' 
" 
fhe
 hand is 
always  up for








 group has not always been the  
most
 
courteous  of 
hosts.''
 Pierson said. 
'Music folders or hats dropped 
on the field during an 
SJSU 
performance
 always seem 
to
 disappear, and 









jangled sets ol cal key
 .. Pierson said. 
The
 hand is :in extended family to many tut 
l its e
 
hers, and a way iii 
emote musically while creating 
and maintaining \ :doable I riendships. 











being in a Enderlin% . 
only  better, hecause vie aren't lodged 
by any -one. We lust all 
share a comnum





 is Asti 
instrumental  m 
primumng  um % ersity 
pride and spirit. 





intisu-al  and 
% isail
 entertainment  ai 
loothall
 
gailles and at other school  ILIIIiI111111. It's not a mickey 





"Marching hand is lust like any other cla  ss 
tar
 teXts 
are our halftime  
shires.
 and studenis are graded on xy holler 
they come to rehearsal or [wt..' Pierson said 
Members of the hand themselves leel limunate to hate 
an outlet for their musical talent and social interaction. 
"I loved it, even though I was scared il , death when 
Scott  hollered at me on the first day 
of practice that a as 
awful." Miller said. laughing. 
Even incoming freshmen find it 
ea.% to
 





was such an improy einem





an 18 -year -old




 in a group 
where  ey 
ery one 
is there 










 the hest. We 
march bet-
( 
leating  a talented marching hand takes
 a 
lot  of work  
alb I el hilt
 ruin 
the director as well .is the students - and 
whin  il all hills together. 
vs
 hen the 
croud  is on its feet
 he -
cause they knou Owy Ye putt seen a great :thou . the feeling 

















 know you've 
done





 times and 
it's perfect. 
Then  you step 




exists  hut you and the drill
 and the music. 
'There's  no other feeling like it, and when I'm old and 
. 1.111 going to
 
play the Spartan
 Band tapes to my grand -
kits
 and say 'I'm 
in
 there!' " 














 how. good the band 
is, 
II,





Most members feel there






 show more 
people  
use 
in San Jose 




 ue'd he one of 





UM.'  or 
UCLA's  band, we'd have
 a 
great
 chance ol Vk 
inning
 because of how 









 or Pierson,  he 
plans  on being the 
leader  of the 
Soai tali 
Marching  Band for "as long








here  at SJSU. and 
that's .1 nice 
leeling,'  he said. 'Everyone
 should have a 
healthy 
attitude :Mout s% hat 
it
 means to he in college.
 and I 
think
 the band members
 all know what 
that
 attitude is." 
Pierson 
paused
 a moment. a 
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 from "here" to "there" 
by using Cut. Copy. and 
Paste. 
 
Place  graphics with 
your





 easily by clicking the 
"mouse". 
 Format your page the way "YOU" want it 
Spelling 





can help you. 
Special


































































 in a row
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tor  1 JNN) 

























































 33 in the 
is the most
 road wins for











Spartans  have 
outscored  






three  games. averaging
 45.6 points 




nation  in passing 




Except for a few
 underthrown 
passes.  Locy 
executed  quite


































 has now 
completed  65 
per-
cent
 of his passes. 
The SJSU receiving duo of 
Guy 
Liggins and Laic) Malauulu 
added more yards to their impres-
sive season totals. 
Liggins had se% en 
more  
catches for 99 j,ards. bringing his 
season 
total to 




 Tito Kearse's 1981 
school 
record.  
Slalauulu caught only three 
it,o.es
 










yards for a 
28.7 aNCr-
age. For the season, he has 53 re-
ceptions for 801 yards. 
In the battle between running 
hacks Rick Calhoun and Kenny 
Jackson
 the top two hacks in the 
PCAA
 








rushing v,ith 1025 
yards,  
gained 134 yards on 18 
carries.  
The  Titans' Rick 
('alhoun,  
who leads the
 conference in rush-
ing. was 
held to just 19 yards 
on 
nine carries. Calhoun came 
into the 
game 
averaging  115.1 







defense  is ranked 
third in the 
nation
 against the run. 
allowing a microscopic
 2.1 yards a 
carry 














 I aggins 
broke  Kearse's re-
cord 
of 61 receptions in the regular 



























Penaltres  Yards 
Punts 
Avg 
43 89 104 88 
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victory over Brown 
University
 (6-7-1) at Spartan 
Stadium. 
The Spartans
 finished with 
a re-
cord of 8-9-3 overall, 1-5 in the Pacific 
Soccer
 Conference 
and 2-3 in the 
PCAA.  
"I thought it was 
a good game." 
SJSU 




 played well 
throughout  the game 
and 
we really didn't 
make  any had 
mistakes 
that  the other 




breaks  went 
the
 Spartans' 
way in this 
contest.  
SJSU  got its first 
goal midway 
through the









 Nick Rotteveel 
took
 a free kick in front 
of the Bruin 
net and was
 trying to get the 
hall  to 
teammate
 Steve Caldwell






 Brown midfielder 
Robert Hauck knocked









 added a second 
goal
 
lust before the end of the first half. 
when 
Scott  Chase connected 
on a pen-
alty kick after 
a Spartan player was 
fouled in the penalty area. 
"The goals 
we
 scored weren't 
on 
brilliant plays, hut we played well and 
we 
finally  meshed 
up front." Chase 
said.
 
A  couple 
Ill








Chase set up 
midfielder  Rich 
Rollins on one play, and Rollins 
just  
missed the
 net high. 
Then

















 the one 
where
 Chase and 
Picchi passed hack 
and forth and Pic-
chi lust missed the shot." Menendez 
said. -Thai was
 real good soccer,  the
 
way it's
 supposed to 
he played  
The Spartan 
defense  stilled the 
Brown offensive attack. 
SJSU 
goalkeeper  Joe Gangale
 
had seven









I was a little shaky. hut 
I got my head into
 ii and the defense 
played  really 
strong,"
 Gangale said. 






a good way 
to end my ca-
reer.'' 
Gangale, 











 Chase scores on 
a penalty kick near 
the end of the first 
half  in the Spartans' 


























 r is cr 
five minutes




forward  Mgt 
Ingason
 got
 his second 
goal of the 
season.
 












































23-4 overall, 11 -I in the 
PCAA 
by
 picking up a 
pair  tit road 
wins over Long
 Beach State on Friday 
and UC-Irvine
 on Saturday. 
Six of 
SJSU's  last eight matches 
have 
been  away. and 








third  in the 
coaches'  poll and




a match since 
dropping  






























attack  with 
10 























































Punt,.  But he 








coach  John Cor-
belli 
said the Spartans.
 while pleased 
with their 
success,  are still
 having 




































 and it's 
eas-
ier to get
 up for the tougher
 teams. 
What we 
have to learn how
 to do is to 
stay into 
those matches.that
 we don't 
really  care about
 
Corhelli said the
 coaches weren't 
happy
 that UC-Irvine
 scored 29 
points  
against
 SJSU in the match.
 
'We allowed the weaker team, in 
this case Irvine. to set the 
tempo  of the 
match, something 
we've been doing 
all year.'  
Corhelli said. "We
 tend to 
play at 



















 them to 
benefit





in the back row. 
errors. It was 
just  a lack of 





































Corbelli said the team is focusing 
its 
attentions on a rematch with UC-
Santa Barbara on Thursday 
in Spartan 
Gym, 
hut  he added that how they play 











































































 4 . 77-F 
against 
Nevada -Reno at 
7:30 tonight 
will affect the 
Gaucho match.
 
"If we go 
out against Reno here 
on 
Tuesday
 and don't play 
a techni-
cally 
sound.  mentally tough 
match. 
we'll
 be using up energy





want to use a minimum
 
amount 





strong  for UCSB." 
Corbelli expects 
a tough match 
from the 
Gauchos,  hut said 
SJSU can 
pull off another 
victory . 
"We had been 




met them (UCSB) 
last. and 
we were 
tired. 11 we 
play  our game 
for 
the 
















 points, but I 
guess we 
(the  coaches) 
haven't 







S,ISt: assistant coach 
"Something


















 income of $5.000
 or more. More 
than
 18% have a yearly










Fact:  More than 
86% of the 













struggled with the ball, 
kicking It around a hit. hilt
 finally put 












 inv right loot and my left 
one
 is the 










 were outshot by the 
Bniins. 11-9,  hut it was SJSU that 
seemed  to press the whole way 
"We 
plaj,ed well up front I 
thought we were 
getting a lot of 
room."
 Caldwell said. "The 
guys
 
used it and got the goals when we 




 in Pros  idence. 
R.1.. and




the first time ever






is one of our biggest wins 
of the year. They're a good team." 
SJSU midfielder Allen said. "It was a 
good victory 
for  us." 
PCAA 
names Locy 





hwy, in his 
















 stan in place 
of 
the injured Mike Perez,
 tossed 
three scoring strikes in 
the  second 
quarter to lead
 the way for the Spar-
tans. The 
junior  was  
22 of 33 for 
278 



























































































and other state 








 a legislator has
 
vowed. 
re golng  to have a whole lot 
of
 hills.. 10 eliminate multilingual state 
























we might not he 
because the Legis 
(attire 
is 
still controlled by liberals 
.Advertising Sales 




85 college campuses nationwide. 






in your class 
schedule. Restaurant guides. 
coupons and student buying 
guides  
sections




 hours to lit 
schedule.  
 Excellent commissions paid 









Courteous and outgoing 
personality. 
 Will to win over adversity. 
 Previous sales experience. 











 general in  
Washington. says 
the I S. 
government has 
misinformed its 












 front page 1 
the Nicaraguan
 court earlier 
last week hoping
 to 
receive lenient sentence. 
Huper read a 
press release from 
the Repub-
lic of Nicaragua. 
dated  Oct. 16 that has 
not  ap-
peared in 
any  newspaper, she said. 
The press 
release
 was given to 
all  the major 
newspapers  in the United States, 
but  was not re-
ported because, 
according
 to Huper, the media 
in the United States
 is trying to make it 
look
 as if 
Hasenfus has been sentenced before 
his trial. 
The 
press  release said Hasenfus will be 
tried by Nicaraguan
 laws and will be granted 
many  of the same rights to which 
U.S. de-
fendants are entitled. 
The right to an 
open and public trial, a pre-
sumption of innocence and the right to 
appeal  the 
sentence 
to a higher court, were a few of the 
rights granted to Hasenfus. 
Huper said 
she has been getting many ques-
tions from college students about why 
Hasenfus  
was 
not allowed a U.S. attorney or to serve his 
sentence in the United States. Huper
 pointed out 
that 
Nicaraguan  law is no different than U.S.  law 
in this respect. 
If a Frenchman were arrested
 in the United 
an p 
 Daily staff  photographer States, he 
would  only be tried in the United 
States, allowed only a U.S. attorney and would 
verse
 Ills 




Kandis Scott, director 
of the 
Santa Clara University law clinic,
 said a French 
attorney could 
represent
 a defendant in the 
United 
States with consent of the court. 
Huper said 
U.S. citizens are not only 
misin-




trial, hut are misinformed about 
the type of gov-
ernment in 
Nicaragua.  
"One of the biggest 
misconceptions  about 
Nicaragua the U.S. people have, not all 
the peo-
ple of the 
United
 States but what 
(the media) 
have been trying to make them 
believe,  is that 
we are a Marxist, Leninist,
 Communist country 
that
 is exporting revolution, that 
we are a men-
ace to the security of this country." Huper said. 
"It 
would he funny if it wasn't 
so tragic." 
Huper said 
the U.S. people are led to be-
lieve
 Nicaragua is supporting the revolution
 in El 
Salvador. This cannot he 
true,  she said, because 
her country is non-aligned. 
"We are 
Sandinistas,
 and that is all we are. 
We believe in 
relations  with every country. We 
don't choose our friends simply 
because
 they 
have money or they don't have money." 
Honer  
said. "We are a non-aligned country




 of Nicaragua believe 
in justice 
above all else.
 Huper said. Justice,













gin irig the people a chance 
for 
an 
education  and 





 for so 




























 of them 
(Contras)










are  not 


























 to kill 
and 
that is all 





 of the 
Contras.  

























































































The CIA is turning
 the isk no. Sumu and 
Rama Indi-
ans of 
Nicaragua  against the 
revolutionary  Sandinista gov - 
eminent. said Vernon Bellecourt.
 a representative of the 








 them they are fighting for the natural re-
sources of 
the 
country.  liellecourt told 40 
students  gathered 
in the Campus Ministry on Thursday.
 alternoon. 
Reflection  was invited to speak on campus by the 
Cen-
tral America Solidarity 
Association.
 an SJSU student orga-
mutation which opposes U 
.5. intervention in 
Nicaragua
 
Bellecourt said he tell compelled to 
tell
 students what 
Is happening in Nicaragua. 
 'II (students) don't understand 
what is going on in Ni-
caragua. 
their education is going to he 
disrupted by them 
having
 to go to war," 
Bellecourt said. 
Whatever the United States 
wants to call it, the situa-




tion. Bellecoun said. 
The 
CIA  is not telling the Indians the
 truth,  he said. 
They are not lighting 





"Amerita  exploits 











mercury dumped there by North American companies who 
have been 
getting
 rich at the expense of the natural re-
sources  and the pool nat iv es of Nicaragua, 
he
 said. 
The native Indian philosophy is based on a belief that 
Mother Earth is the core 01 life,






There are millions of nail\ e Indians who have been 
displaced by western imperialism in North and Central 
America, he said. 
There are 100 million Indians in South and Central 
America being systematically alienated from their native 
land through the efforts of the CIA, 
Bellecoun  said. 
In much the same way as 19th century American ex-
pansionists tried to alienate the American Indian from the 
land and from each other.  the CIA today is turning South 
and Central American Indians into state -sponsored termrists 
sent to 
fight  against each other,  he said. 
"These indigenous people were 
here before the lands 
of America were carved 
up by governments, w ith slate lines 
and 




said  he has been 
in Nicaragua several times 




 cause. On one 
visit,  he 
was  on an obser-





Slides presented at the seminar depicted a public bill-













CHAR(  from page 
I 
front  the A.S. 
general  budget. 
The major lunding 
source  for the 
budget
 is the 
S 
to annual tee which all 
students 
are required to 
pay-.  
The figures :ire
 appro.% I mat ions.
 
Sauer 





 on a 
year -lit -year 
basis is yet lithe determined. 
ices at 
the 
19 ( ',I. campuses 
A 
















asking  for an 
explanation





 said,  and 
will  then he 
turned  





In a report 









his  objections 




custodianship  and auxiliary 
service
 
ing a survey to determine the extent of charges: 
A.S.  custodianship and auxiliary sers - 
 
CS1' student governments are 
on the leo 
"auxiliary 0iganitations
 
in good standing," 
and  have earned 
the right to fiscal self-government. 
 CSU student governments are 
already monitored by competent busi-
ness administrators
 who work within 
the organization - -therefore 
custodianship is wasteful and 
redun-
dant. 
 SJSU's student 
government  is 
not primarily a 









should  not he charged for 
111S111,11", SCI  
Legislator 
calls  
for banning of 
bilingual
 forms 
LOS ANGELES Riling- then 
well
 package 
them  all together. 
go 
hack  to 




unteers. put it on the ballot 
and pass it 
over the heads
 of the Legislature... he 
said.  
The only state services 
that
 



























the right to sue it 
state
 ol Is 
take
 such actions. 
PEPSI 
PRESENTS
 THE CSN SATELLITE CONCERT 
TOUR  
Take a front
 row, center section seat in a London
 harbor warehouse 
for a live, 
ninety -minute concert by the hottest 
groups
 in British post 
And you'll never have to 


















are  100 
million  
Indians 























ties. Bellecourt said no one 
candidate received a large ma-
jority of votes, especially the 
Communist  and Socialist 
party candidates. 
The Sandinista party. FSLN.
 was the legitimate choice 
of the people. Bellecourt said. 
"The reason we are 
doing  this is that we, the native 
(American) 
Indians,  are concerned with the crimes 
that are 
perpetrated from





 asked, is the United States supporting
 
such governments as Pinoche's 
in Chile or Botha's in South 
Africa. where 
millions of human 
twines
 are being exploited 

































Ronald  Reagan 
and other 
U.S.  leaders,
 past and 
present. 
Bellecourt  said. 
"The U.S. 
wants  to destroy 
the Nicaraguan
 model be-
cause it takes 
into consideration
 the needs
 of the people 
over 
needs  of 
corporations."
 he said. 
"Our  
organization
 is welding 
a united front 
of Ameri-
can 
oppressed  people. 
who  we call 
Indians,"
 he said. When 
he refers
 to America.
 he said he 
not only 
means  North 
America hut
 also Central and 
South America. 
tie said the 
Indians  of North 
America have 
been
 in a 
revolutionary  struggle
 for their 
homeland
 long before 
the 
Russian  Revolution.
 "We have been 
in a struggle for our
 
homelands ever 
since Columbus set foot 
in America. 
Bellecourt said he believes communist
 and socialist in-
fluences in Nicaragua 
would  he more effectively 
countered
 
by the United States it 
they  provided such love in the 
form  
of 
aid  and instruction. 
Bellecourt. explaining American Indian 
involvement 
in Nicaragua, quoted Black 
Hawk,  a 19th century chieftain, 
who asked "why do you people 
insist  upon taking with a 
gun what
 you could  have with love?" 
This
 









Now you can get
 the competitive 
edge when classes 
begin  in January. With a 
Macintosh' 
personal computer, and all the 
write extras. 
We call it the Macintosh "Write Sluff" 
bundle. You'll call it a great deal! Because 
when you buy a Macintosh "Write
 Stuff" 
bundle 
before  January 9, 1987, you'll receive 
a bundle of extrasand save $250. 
Not only will you get your choice of a 
Macintosh 512K Enhanced or a Macintosh 
Plus, you'll also get an Image Writer' 11 
printer, the perfect solution
 for producing 
near letter -quality term papers or reports, 
complete with graphs, charts, and 
illustrations. 
Plus, 





 80,000 word dictionary 
with options for 
thesaurus, medical or legal 
dictionaries. 
Together 




software,  you can 
transform
 
your notes into 
the clearest, most 
letter 
perfect papers
 you ever turned out. 
And  
turned in on time. 
What's more,
 there's a 
Macintosh  
Support
 Kit filled 
with  valuable 
accessories  
and computer care 
products from 3M.* 
Complete
 with all 








 you  how to 
get through 
college 
better,  faster, and smarter.
 Stop in 
and see 
us
 for more information. 
t 
Save $100 off 
the combined 
price of a 
Macintosh  
and Image  
Writer II, 
receive a free 
copy  of 
MacLightning  with 
a retail value 
of
 $100. receive 
the 
Macintosh 
Support Kit free 
with a retail 
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lot in tront of the 
athletic 






 parking because a 
new 
employee











The new lot is 
also  open to  
stu-
dents with night parking im-mits. and 















































contributors  to 
music  . . 
 
Delta Sigma Phi
 has mined into a 
new 








 in the 



















 team beat 
Fullerton 
State  48-24 Saturdo
 clinch-
ing at least
 a tie tor the 
PCAA cham-














FREE'  Can 255-0724
 (recording) 















































-lo  extrovert WE 
NEED YOU 
Neer  cernpus ICEF
 PO Box 
952, S J 95106, 
780-5055 
RESEARCH  PAPERS 15 
276 AVAII - 
ABI F. 
Catalog  $2 00  r ch. 
11322 Idaho 020607
 Los An. 




TWO CUTE KITTENS 
for FREE" Call 
Craig at 225-0744.
 Monday 
through Sunday atter 3pm 
AUTOMOTIVE  
BUGS FOR SI F.' 
San Jokes best 
RUGS All 
guaranteed,"  100". ti 




 797-13200 $700 discount on 
vehicle purchase v. univ to 
72 YELLOW GHIA excel cond I 
owner. below blue book. 
62750





 mags am Im 
cassette,  
auto
 alarm,  rebuilt engine Runs 






 USERS Rent 






 also Call 







EASE Computer lime or 
private 
instruction on the IBM 
PC,  
In 











DISK  TO DISK CONVERSIONS 
11314 MS-DOS CPU Al TOS 
Portables-OSBORN TRS-60 
Over 500 Disk 
tormats
 


















 MG P. 5695 
MOM
 20MR hard distr drive,  
monitor keyboard $41095 Dot 




block from campus 
404 S 3rd 
St .02. 
corner of San 
Salvedor PC-COM, 295-1606 
FOR  SALE 
FUTONS"'
 00110y 
cotton  products 
Create your
 own 
Irving & sleeping 
op.. 
with  our futons
 pillows 
e nd 
frames Custom Futons 8 
Pil-
lows














 on Futons with this ad 
I SELL OWL 3' 





 but you can own a 





















WHY BUY SEMINAR COURSES"
 Bor 
row 
them from us' 
Reel  Estate 
Motivational 





from,  Well also accept
 
any used courses
 for credit to 










ATTENTION Alt CI UBS, 
Need  a tund 
teller,
 No sales 
Paid





























JBK Mall Co 



























 2-3 hrs 
Call 
after 















































 D TOYS. 3640 
Stevens 
Creek 





















































































































 54 50 
hr plus 
commission 


































gle available Walking 
distance to 






Detached  pool house 
lull 
kitchen 











 plus sec 8 I 2 oil 971. 




 TO share con 
do 
5350 mo 






 WANTED TO 
share  
townhouse
 rurn MAR vo pvl 











bth sm rrn for 
bdrm or office 2 blks
 1rm SJSU. 





 1 bdrrn w 







& sober 551 






CAT FEMALE longhair 
Siamese 
SJSU area We miss her' 
Call 277-
2923 or 295-4130 ask tor Gall 
PERSONAL 
BACKACHE," Free examination 1. 
care as part of s research protect 
If you have had low 
back
 pain for 








Chiropractic  West at (408) 
244-8007.0.1 401 













HAPPY BIRTHDAY KAREN PATTER 
SON' You
 re tinnily 1E" 
Now  go 
have some tun legtilly' 
I ove ye 
your too.°
 end Inc gang' 
HEIM len AN EXTREME( Y SHY 8 
lonely  
man  in dire
 need or a data 
to the Delta Sig pledge dance Fe-
male preferred, 
no esperience 
needed,  morals are optional
 Call 
Steve Sebastian al 
295-5070 















dancing,  holiday Celebrations 
For Information call Millet al 294-
O 311  






Love,  KB 







In a supportive setting Call 
Paul
 




 per week equal $185 
Tull 
(40)  
earnings  per week 
equal  
5370 
No experience is needed
 be, 
cause ol our 
Intensive  on the job 
training progrern 
Good math and 
reading skills are n 
plus Some 









during  fine' exams
 in 
addItton.  If you quality,  
corporate  
scholarships




end you may 
earn















Int  ormelion sedan 
interview  





























































55 75 hr 
3-4 eves
 wk , 
6prn.9prn



































Hiring  immediately Earn up 
to StO 
plus  hr 















 the English 
language 

























































elf  terra 
This 
position
 require. s good 
NATIONAL GAO -RI
 contact club 18 . 








San Jose, Ca 
95159  
NEED 100 
OVERWEIGHT  PFOPI F to 
fry new herbal
 weight control pro-
gram 
No 
dregs no exercise 
100..) guaranteed 












(C 16) Charley. L ancs. England 
PROFESSOR
 s FOAM Fil FS available
 
for Engineering 
113  required 
courses In CF FF. 






 at Spartan 
Bookstore
 8 Roberts Book Store 
UNWANTED HAIR 
REMOVED PERMA-
NENT  V" Confidential,
 335 S 




CAMPUS  Christlen Cen-
ter
 Sunday.i. utheran 10 45 am 
Catholic 4 00 and Li 00 pm Please 
cell 
Campus  Ministry at 798-0204 
for 
worship.counselIng.programs  
end study opportunities Rev 
Natalie 
Shires.F. Bob I 
eger,Sr  






 needed Get 
Involved in 
an exciting urban 
youth 
ministry
 In Fasl Central 
S J 
Call 259.3674 for info 
SERVICES  









moustache,  back.  
shoulders. etc}
 15f,  discounts to 
students and lacuity





noel al 1 2 
price  Unwanted hair 
disappears with my 
care
 Gwen C 






S Moron, Awe C 
HAIR TODAY GONE TOMORROW
 
EE's IC's" IS 
THAT
 DESIGN project 
due 8 you 
have no resources
 for 
ideas or whet to build, SHI Elec 
honks is 




computer  information needs for 
the student Can Days 942-7736,  
Eves 
293-4780 ask lot Joe 
IMMIGRATION
 ATTORNEY will con. 
suit with SJSU student tor
 30 min-
utes FREE Practice Molted




rsilietion law Office located 
within 10 minutes from campus 
Cali Robed Ng 






KEYS MADE, I OCKOUTS 
OPENED. 
autos (most foreign 8 domestic) 












Ron Hughes owner 
member
-10 A, 
11A Evergreen i ocksmIth 8 Se-
curity
 Service. call 270-3277. Si 
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAI for 









A Saturday Sunnyvale  Flectroly.
 
Ms Center
 doll Business Park at 
Hwy  101 8 N Fairooks Ave 
14081 
734 3115 
PROFESSIONA1 RESEARCH for writ 
ers scholars.
 and public officials 
Speclailring In historical, politi. 
cal biographical topics Student 
dIscounts 
available
 For free 
Into.  






RUNNERS, ATH1 ETES" Deep tissue 
muscle work for an extra compel, 
ante edge and increesad 011, 
clency Call Richard at 272-8348 
STUDENT DENIM OPTICAI PL AN 
Enroll now' 




 money too For
 information 







 Sun n 
Send 
Lodge,
 8308 N laIn Blvd. Kings 
Beach.1 Me Tahoe.




person  double occupancy.
 
$5 
each odditional Beautiful motel 
on lake 
TO,  




 DON'T TYPE, but 
I 
do, 
Theses,  dIsmrlatIons. reports 
Eight page minimum. Ms months 
free diet)
 storage Orr -line word 
processing, ask for Jove at 
264-
1029 




 word pro 
ceasing papers
 theses. re-
sums °nice overflow,  
mwsletters  Student Discounts 
Guaranteed work Only 10 min. 
utes from campus 
Words  and 
more
 (Pernelat 923-7610 
ABSOLUTELY, ACCURATE, 
AC-
COUNTABLE for telephonere  that 
tools 
typing that's tops-lty 
Tony
 
-296-2067  51 SO pro page 





ACADEMIC AND PROFESSIONAL 
word promming 
P J a word pro. 














 In North 
San
 Jose, only minutes from cam-




ACADEMIC WORD PROCESSING Ail 
formats II group protects wel 
come Spell check every time,
 tree 
dhlk .10rege rhilabose 
capability  





SAMNA  A word perfect 
software Hr.
 M -F, 030-5 30 
Re-
serve time now for 
your upcom. 
Mg 
thesis  diSsertallon or manu-
script Chrystal 023-0461
 




customers  on reports 10 
pages one page tree typIng on 
reports 2,9 pages Professional 
typist and skilled 
word  processor 
aserWrIter Plus printing Pickup 
and delivery Highest
 quallty work 
al student




ACCURACY  AL WAYS Professional
 
results every lime 
Theses
 pa 
pers,  resumes and 
dissertallons 
Serving Evergreen.
 55.1 8 
e taw 
minutes












in resumes term pa 
persherscriptIon  No lob 
too 
smell'
 Student discounts Neer 
SJSU Teachers welcome' Office 
Alternatives,
 294-2974 
AMY Wit I TYPE 
your
 paper for only 
SI per 
page double spaced On 
campus each







WAY  WITH WORDS
 prompt. accu-
rate. In erate. R A In 
history  Wang 
Word
 Processing, spelling errors
 
corrected tong manuscripts wel-
come Will 
pick  up. deliver Also 
...liable
 critical reading.  assis-
tance 






lob will process Experienced in 
theses manuscripts,  papers 
re-
sumes
 prolessionat back up 
work 
Reasonable  rates I °called 
conveniently





pers.  resumes business typing 
needs word processtng Willow 


























CAM sxr Paw r -mucla 
ON 











School  Daze 






























IN 465..1  TV 




80LUR el! E041. - 





TOTAuy  12624NAN$88 
Wanda Folk 
onc
















































































































UNDER  LAND... 




 Fast, accurate typing and 








CAI I I INDS FOR PROFFSSIONAI 
word processing Reports 
theses dissertation,.  group pro -
pmts.
 resumes Guaranteed quick 
return  Per page and hourly 
rates 
Transcription available Almaden 







CAREER PROFII FS professional 
re-
sumes Or
 career minded people 
Cover letters IL references also 
Champagne service for beer bud 
gets Call 255-9367  
Do you have a paper due soon7 Does 
It need
 
10 60 typed, Call today to 
schedule your word processing 
lob Quid' 
turnaround  accurate 
$20, page 
993-9260.  Word for 
Word Enterprises SJ 







ruallon.  sentence structure
 end 
formatting ITurabien. APA etc) 
Former  
English  maior highly
 de-
pendable 
Willow Glen Area easy 
to locate 
Coll  Mrs Morton 







research  papers. 
theses & dIssenetions ICompbell, 






 resumes. cover 8 
follow-up  
letters. manuscripts (books 
arti  
cies, short storiesT 
transcription 







 disc storage 
Student 'acuity 
discounts  Quick 







resumes,  dieser. 
tslions etc tor 
students end fac-
ulty










TYPIST" Near I eigh A Cern-
den



















































reports, resumes, cover letters,  
theses dissertations. manuals 
All academic 
formats  APA 
Spelling, grammar,  punctuation 
essislence  
All 
work  guaranteed 
Professional. 





RI F RATES" Free disk storage 
Pam. 
2472801
 (Santa Clara) See 
SJSU Fell 
86




FINEST KIND WORD PROCESSING, 









Sr 65 page typIng 
plus
 proof 
reeding Campbell area. 
local 
pickup & delivery avsilebie, 
Call 
1366-6960 
iNE %PENSIVE. QUICK WORD pro 
cesoing Sr
 00 per 








 FORGOTTEN PAPER 





 letters,  reports, theses. re 
search papers
 
last and prof.. 
slomlly, FREE grammar 
spelling
 assistonce Rmsoneble 
rates Call Marcie at 794-6347 
(work 
leave  
mostage)  or 
na-1774  
before
 10 pm 
PROCESS IT 
WRITE" Faculty and stu 
dents 
can rely on accurate 












For prompt. 7 day 
response Nave 
message tor 
Pamela m11408)275 6253 
PROFESSIONAL 
TYP1ST.term
 papers,  
theses, 
etc  Accurate. 
prompt,  
52 25 dbl space
 per page Sara. 
togs ares. call Joan
 11 741.5886 
PUT YOUR WORDS in their best 
per-
spective Experienced profes-
sional word processing 
papers, 
theses. resumes 
Specialist  in 








3058 IBM area 
OUAI
 iTY TYPING 
SERVICE
 tor ell 
your typing needs Student rates 
ranging from 




Gulch turnaround Disk storage 
Mr
 
30 cloys Call 
1406)  
946-4967  
Ask for Amanda or leave message 
on machine 
RFI IARL F WORD PROCESSING 






& spell check all documents Call 
Kelley  at 972.2907 
RESUMES, COVERT OTTERS. end 
business correspondence Assis-
tance with vocabulary sentence 











quality printer Resume 55 up 
Typing SI 50 pg double space 
One 
block from campus PC. 
COM, 404 S 3rd St 
all  corner of 
San Salvador PCCON,  295-1606 
SUCCESS
 
ENTERPRISE PROFE S. 
SIONAL typing 4, business serv, 
Ices Fast, 





REPORT  PAPERS Word 
processing is stro attention to 
detail 57 pg for students. 53 pg 
tor professionals Resumes SIO 
Save your work 
on
 the IBM PC for 

















Cool Pent  
am 246-5633 
TYPING SERVICE Or student.





accurate work Reasonable rates 
Sr
 
50 pg Assignments 10 pgs 
and













cn be submitted by moil w your 
remittance  
TvP.10  PPrn thee.,
 Mae., 
lotion etc 57 page 
Resume  $15 






sis and term papers Reasonable 
rates  Cleanly service,
 
able  to do 
bold face 
and rIght margin justifi-




structors small business TOIT 
papers,  thesis resumes,  man-
uals di...dation, mass moiling, 
spelling 










 274-7562  Plck 
up
 end de 
livery 
avollable 
WORDPROCESSING ON state of 1M 






FEE. TYPING and Secretor's! Sere, 






 a week I 
nettled  
in 
the  Blossom Hill Santa 
Teresa 
area 1 imbed pick-up and dell, 
cry Call 365-1017 
Ad Rates 
Minimum three
 lines on one day 
One 





 $3 55 
$435 $475 
4 


































































lost 8 Found 
Computers 
Print Your Ad 
Here  
(Count
 approximately 30 tellers and spaces  
for each
 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  
1 1 
1 
1 I 1 






Address   
City & State_ 
7,p  
Enclosed
 is $ 
mes
  Days 
Phone  





SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS 
San Jose State 
University  
San Jose,
 California 95192 
Classified Desk 






30P  M 
 Deadline Two days prior to publication 
 Consecutive publication dates only 









































Daily  stall writer 








ule of classes indicates three new 
courses,  one leisure and two linguistiL. 
that fulfill general-ed requirements 






from seven different categories to 
graduate. 
Several  categories can he 
met with a single course, said Mar. 
Moore, director of GE 
advisement 
"Make sure you come up with the 4s 
units. 
 ' Moore said. 
'Leisure  - Educating for Life'. 
(RECLS- I I IL 
anew
 three -unit lecture 
course, will fill the general-ed require 
ment for human 
understanding  and de 







 the only campii--
in 
the  California State Universit, 
tern
 that 
did not offer a leisure 
for general-ed credit. Mirviss said. 
"Language and Thinking'. 
(LING -11 ) is a 
new course that sans 
fies critical thinking (Area A). 
Stu  
dents will learn 
how  to communicate  
through  written, oral, visual and ele, 
ironic mediums using computers, said 
course 
Instructor  Denise Murray. 
"Language and Dialects 
iii 
America" (LING -171) is also new I 
will fulfill the general-ed 
requirement  




 (Area Ci and
 cultural
 
pluralism (Area Y). 
Several existing general-ed 
courses will also fulfill the cultural 









Religions"  (RFL 
142) and "Language in America" 
(LING 123). 
Students can call the GE Hotline 
at 277-3066
 between 7 and 
ft 
a,m 






















 a lot of swinging this 
week 










 this week as its
 main phi-
lanthropy 





members will swing 
for 1(10 
consecutive





Sigma  Nu member 
Phil
 Letts. The fra-
ternity will 
accept
 donations of toys 
and cash at its house
 at 155 N. 11th St.
 
The swing
-a -Mon began at 
noon  







 the fraternity has spon-
sored this 
event for more 
than
 30 
years.  He said Sigma 
Nu
 hopes to raise 
$700
 in cash 
donations
 and about 
$300
 
worth of toys to 
contribute  
to the Toys 
for Tots 
program.  




Children's  Center 
on be-
half of Sigma Nu, Letts
 said. 
The fraternity 
plans to collect 
contributions 
at
 the Wednesday 
Night  
Cinema sponsored by 
the  Associated 
Students Program 
Board.
 he said. 
"The Wednesday
 Night Cinema 
will donate $50 
for up to the first 100 
Greeks
 who attend and $25 for 
every  
50 Greeks thereafter:.
 Letts said. 
lie 
said 
this w ill apply to the 7 
Sigma 
Nu hopes to 
raise 
$700
 cash and 
about
 $300 worth of 
toys




Sigma Nu member 
and 10 p.m. 













prove  they are 
Greeks.'' 








 from 1:30 to 
3:30 
p.m.
 The students are
 expected to 





 have an 
"after swing-a-thon





 Lens said. Contributions
 of $2 or 
a toy will be required
 at the door. 
He 
said the fraternity hopes to 
get 
additional 

















































































$10,705,203  jackpot 
will be paid 
out in equal
 instal-




































night in the 
fourth lotto drawing
 were 45. 7. 
5, 32, 21 and
 12. The bonus
 
number selected
 was 13. 
The second -place prize. 
$801,000,  will he rolled over to 
next week's
 prize  pool 
because
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RAINS  A 
THE 
PIPS*.a.atooma


































































































what  you'd 
expect  to 
pay! 
If oii 
have a Compact 
Dime
 player alrea(4. or are
 11110 of the 2.500.000 
people  who will be getting








moments.  'law of our 
all-time
 best selling  albums
 are now available 
on I Compact Disc. In 















same  low 
price as one
 CH. 
Get  a fistful of these 
Moto%
 ti classicsand Kaye a 
fistful  of dollars! These are
 complete albums, lager 
engineered and digitally 
encoded, to enhance the 
audio spectra 011 
1111NN great songs as 
',naive  never heard them.
 Ifs as if you were 
there  in the Motown 
studios
 as the sounds were






















a   
ENHANCING








BASCOM  AVE. 
C 1986 Motown Record 
Corporation 
At \ 
